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G e n e r a l  A v a i l a b i l i t y  ( G A )  o f  C o m p a c t  C o n t a c t  C e n t e r  

v e r s i o n  4  ( C C C v 4 )

Avaya is delighted to announce the launch and availability of Compact Contact Center version 4 (CCCv4)

software. The major addition to CCC with this release of software is the MultiMedia Module (MMM). 

The MultiMedia Module allows integration of Email, Web callbacks, Real Time Chat and Proactive

Campaigns into the contact center environment and provides the tools to effectively manage all media

types within the contact center, both in real time and through detailed historical reporting. 

Customers running CCCv3 can easily upgrade to this latest version of software although new license keys

will be required to enable the MultiMedia functionality. CCCv4 is compatible with IP Office systems

running 1.3 or 1.4 software.

1 .  P r o d u c t  O v e r v i e w

CCCv4 and MMM is based on Windows 2000/NT server operating systems and Microsoft’s MSDE and

SQL technology. It is scalable to 75 agents with a maximum of 5 supervisor positions. The following are

enhancements made to CCC with this release: 

• Archiver - Error alerting via email

• Archiver - Message queuing and save options

• Delta Server - Intuitive redesign structure 

• Delta Server - Error alerting via email

• CCV - New setup screen layout 

• CCV - Individual Agent Group details - new status displays

• CCV - Group Monitor and Trunk Group Monitor screen enhancements

• CCV - Pilot Number Queue Monitoring

• CCV - Alarm Trip Points enhancements

• MultiMedia Support

• Wallboard message variables enhancements 

• Wallboard message preview and scheduling enhancements 

• Ability to lock PC Wallboards

• Automatic launching of Report Viewer

• MMM Enhanced Reporting 

• Import/Export utility in Report Scheduler.
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2 .  N e w  C C C  F e a t u r e s

Archiver
The archiver application has been enhanced with e-mail diagnostics. If a problem occurs, such as losing

contact with the Delta Server or database, a designated mailbox can be e-mailed to provide notification of

the failure. In the event that connection is lost with the database the messages are queued until connection

is re-established or if the Archiver has to be shutdown the queue can be saved so that no historic call data

is lost. 

Delta Server
The visual format of the Delta Server has been radically changed. Again it is possible to set the Delta

Server to e-mail a mailbox in the event of failed events. The Delta server has been visually changed to

make it more intuitive to the Administrator of CCCv4 with enhanced diagnostic features to assist in fault

breakdown of the CCCv4 and MMM operation. 

Note: To take advantage of the email diagnostics provided by the Archiver and Delta Server an email client must be installed on the 
CCC Server PC.
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Call Center View
The setup screen has been modified to provide access to all settings via a new tabular layout. Navigate

through each tab to change the profile details or click next to move to the next available option set. 

A new concept within CCCv4 is the ability to report on Pilot Numbers in real time via the Queue Monitor

screen. A pilot number is an association to the incoming numbers defined in the Incoming Call Routes

configuration of IP Office.

No set up other than setting up the appropriate incoming call routes is required as the association of 

the incoming DDI/DID number is automatically done through the Delta Server’s interrogation of the 

IP Office configuration. 

The pilot number is normally derived by taking the last three digits of the number within the incoming

call route and prefixes it with the digit ‘8’. In the example above the digits set within the incoming call

route are 392910, the last 3 digits of this plus the digit 8 giving a pilot number of 8910. Real time activity

can then be monitored to see the incoming distribution of calls into the contact center. 

Historic reporting on these numbers can be done either using the DDI/DID or Pilot reports. 
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Agent Group Details 
The Individual Agent Group details screen Agent Status has been expanded to also show those agents

that are either Busy, on an Internal Made call or on an Internal Received call.

Other enhancements to CCCv4 
• CCV - The Agent Group monitor and Trunk Group monitor screens can now show a maximum 

of 9 groups per screen, previously the maximum groups per screen was 6

• CCV - The Alarm Trip Points tabs have been modified to reflect “Time in State”, “Queue and 

Utilisation” and “Other”

• CCV - Additional alarms have been added to monitor available Agents, available Trunks and outgoing

call rate per hour

• CCV - The metrics displayed on the Queue Monitor screen, “Ans”, “Lost” and “PCA” in default, can 

now be altered through the Queue Display tab in setup

• Wallboard Server/Client - The number of variables that can be used per wallboard message has 

been increased from three to six variable options. New variables available to display include 

answered calls excluding transfers and agent active calls comprising of Incoming, Outgoing Internal 

made and received 

• Wallboard Server/Client - Messages can be previewed before making live

• Wallboard Server/Client - It is now possible to set the end time and date for a message

• PC Wallboards - These can now be locked to prevent agents from changing the setup of their PC 

Wallboard. This is useful where PC wallboard templates have been distributed to agents. This option 

is administered from the Wallboard Server

• Reporting - It is now possible to double click on a report to open it if Report Viewer or Designer is not 

already running. By default Report Viewer is the application that will be launched

• Reporting - Reporting has been improved and streamlined and includes provision to report on 

MultiMedia activity 

• Report Scheduler - It is now possible to import and export the report schedule and 

distribution configuration. 
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3 .  M u l t i M e d i a  M o d u l e

As the worlds of telephony, computers, and the Internet continue to converge, companies realize 

the importance of the Internet in supporting their customers and enhancing customer relationships. 

Customer contact now takes place by telephone, e-mail, fax, the Web, and even video. Companies of 

all sizes are looking for solutions to enhance their customer interactions through multiple channels,

allowing the customer to interact with the company through the customer's media of choice. 

Technologies such as Web chat, Web collaboration, and Web callback enable companies to be more

responsive to customers, while providing personalized service and the human touch. Today's enterprises

must be fully communications compliant, able to respond to the needs of their customers efficiently and

effectively and to communicate through multiple channels. Technology developments have paved the

way for software-only control of all media “transactions” where the rules and strategies are determined

for each customer. 

This new ability has motivated managers of small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) to also give

significant thought to their strategy for customer interaction. It has encouraged the creative development

of sophisticated rule sets embedded in software that will enable SMEs to compete successfully as they

implement customer interaction functions. 

Avaya is a leader in customer interaction solutions. Its MultiMedia Module (MMM), a key component of

the Compact Contact Center version 4 suite of products, is a rules based integrated multimedia (Email,

Web Callback, Real Time Chat and Proactive Campaigns) interactions management platform that provides

a low-cost solution for SMEs. 

Avaya's MultiMedia Module empowers any workgroup to initiate or accept contacts by using tools that

ensure professional, consistent treatment across the enterprise. It puts the power in the hands of any

worker who contacts customers, whether a “formal” call or contact center agent, or an individual

knowledge worker. Avaya's MultiMedia Module enables any organization to globalize its sales,

marketing, and customer service by supplying a complete Internet-ready intelligent communications

infrastructure to handle e-commerce related transactions through multiple channels. 

3.1 MultiMedia Module Overview
The MultiMedia Module is a Server based application that can reside on the same platform as the 

CCCv4 server or on a dedicated server. The MultiMedia Module is composed of a generic user 

interface (iContact) and a series of integrated support modules. It has been designed to integrate 

with the customers network infrastructure, both NT domains and Active Directory are supported. 

The MMM supports a number of email applications, including Microsoft Exchange and most ISP-hosted

email systems, through its adherence to standards such as SMTP and POP3. To utilize web callbacks and

real time chat the customer should be running Microsoft’s Internet Information Server and the Microsoft

Chat Service. The chat service must reside on the same PC as the web server.



3.2 Components of the MultiMedia Module
Resource Manager The Resource Manager module consists of components that enable you to 

synchronize to the domain, add media queues and assign human resources to

them, all from a single, unified console. Resource Manager has a user-friendly

Microsoft Explorer look and feel interface.

Interaction Rules Wizard The Interaction Rules Wizard is used to create the rule sets that define the 

routing and association of inbound email, web callback and real time chat 

with the appropriate MultiMedia queue.

Proactive List Manager The Proactive List Manager facilitates the importing and assignment of 

outbound calling lists to Proactive Campaigns. Lists can be imported from a 

database as a comma-delimited ASCII text file, a Microsoft Excel file or a 

Microsoft Access file. 

iContact iContact is the agent desktop application that combines all media interactions,

phone, email, web and campaigns into a single interface. It has a Microsoft 

Outlook look and feel that negates the need for agents to ‘learn’ a new 

application. Agents can be automatically presented with the next interaction 

in the queue, or alternatively, can select to receive the next interaction in the 

queue. This feature is configured per agent. 

Services There are 3 services that are installed by the MultiMedia Module, “IM iService

for MTS”, “IM iChat Service” and “IM iEmail Service”. These are used to 

monitor and distribute the incoming media transactions to the appropriate 

media queues. 

3.3 Resource Manager 
Before any of the MultiMedia queues can be created certain settings within Resource Manager need to be

configured first. These are the iServer settings that are used to define the configuration of the telephony

switch, the email server, the web callback routing information and the real time chat configuration. 

Two User accounts should also be created within the domain prior to installation. In the following

example, ‘wwwemail’ and ‘wwwasp’ have been created as email route points for web callback. 

A user account with an appropriate email box is also needed for mapping to each email media queue.
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These settings are also used by the Interaction Rules Wizard, which embeds hidden code into the

appropriate web pages for Chat and Web Callback.

The following explains what each of the settings that are configurable are used for:

• Chat Server - This is the name of the PC running the chat service

• Name - The name here will always be IP Office

• Server Name - This is the name of the server running TAPI, in this case it will the same PC running the 

MultiMedia Module

• Logical ID - This will always be TAPI for IP Office.

Note: TAPI must be installed onto the MMM Server and set to connect to the IP Office in Third Party mode. This is used to control the
state of the agents phone when they are dealing with a call from one of the media queues.

• Internal extension digits - The amount of extension digits being used within IP Office for the extensions

• Email Server - This is the name of the Email server PC

• EMail Route Point - A domain user account with a corresponding email address. (Above example is 

wwwemail), required for web call back enquiries to be correctly forwarded to the MMM Server 

WWW queues 

• Email LoginID - This is the user name used to login the account that owns the e-mail address specified 

as the “Email Route Point”. The system uses this information to logon to that mailbox so that it can 

control the distribution of the incoming web callback requests 

• Password - This is the password for the logon account above

• Email Domain - The name of the email domain 

• Email ASP URL - Web Callback form information is processed via an asp file “cdomail.asp“ and this 

entry specifies the location of that that file

• ASP Email Profile - A domain user account with a corresponding email address. (Above example is 

wwwasp), used to take the information from web call back media for processing via the cdomail.asp

Note: The two email accounts used above, specified in “E-Mail Route Point” and “ASP Email Profile”, are essentially used as a “Send
From” and “Sent To” email address when the web form is processed by the asp file.

• Chat ASP/HTM File - Chat ASP/HTM file is the location of the file which is used for the customer 

chat window. 



The Resource Manager facilitates the creation and assignment of the MultiMedia queues for distribution

to the user desktop. 

3.4 Interaction Rules Wizard 
The Interaction Rules Wizard applies pre-defined business rules to Web, Email, and Chat incoming 

media contacts. Rules are a combination of conditions and actions that process and organize interactions.

Each rule consists of two elements: one or more conditions that specify what the rules apply to; and one

or more actions that specify what should be done with the qualifying interactions. 

For example, a rule could define when a Web site visitor should receive an invitation to chat with a

representative from your company. Another rule could specify routing to a workgroup or department

within your organization, when a request for callback is generated on the Web.
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The Interaction Rules Wizard is designed as an easy-to-use, dynamic administration tool that uses English

sentences to customize interaction-handling rules. The Rules Wizard supports modification to existing

rules while the server is in operation accepting interactions and the creation of new routing rules with

deferred activation. 

A new rule can be introduced and its changes rolled back quickly, if necessary. You can also turn on or off

the rules you create, and change the order in which the rules are applied. The Rules Wizard enables you

to create and save rules to a database that can be renamed, copied or deleted, as required.

3.5 Proactive List Manager 
The Proactive List Manager facilitates the importing and assignment of outbound calling lists to Proactive

Campaigns. Lists can be imported from a database as a comma-delimited ASCII text file, a Microsoft Excel

file or a Microsoft Access file.

This tool provides the administrator with the ability to manage outbound Proactive Campaign Lists. 

It provides the tools to create calling lists, attach these lists to outbound campaigns, and run the 

outbound campaigns. 

Proactive List Manager delivers a scheduled callback, customer care, or outbound sales contact to the

agent for processing. It allows the knowledge worker or agent to review details of the customer record

prior to initiating the outbound contact. The system provides a real-time view of the campaign status,

options to stop and start campaigns in real time, and options to attach and remove lists from campaigns

through simple drag and drop movements. 

With Proactive List Manager, there is no need for agents to log in to separate queues for outbound dialing

activities. Outbound campaigns can be activated to blend in when no higher priority inbound media are

awaiting attention. Agents can be assigned single or multiple campaigns. 

Note: Historic reporting on specific campaigns is not possible but all outgoing calls made by the agents can be reported on. 



3.6 iContact Interface
iContact needs to installed onto each client’s PC for them to be able to handle the MultiMedia

interactions. On the left of the screen is a list of any media-queues that they are a member of, these will

also show how many calls are in each queue. The main screen shows a summary of the contents of each

queue, selectable by clicking on the appropriate icon on the left hand side and it is through this screen

that the agent can choose which interaction they wish to deal with. At the bottom of the screen is an area,

which is used when the agent is involved in a real time chat session with a customer. 

When dealing with a Proactive Campaign when the agent selects a record the telephone number of the

customer is automatically populated in the dial box at the top of the screen, to call the number only

requires a single click.

Through the use of TAPI the agents phone is automatically made busy when they are dealing with a

MultiMedia interaction.
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4 .  T e c h n i c a l  N o t e s

4.1 Upgrade Procedure
Upgrading from a previous version of CCC software is relatively straightforward and should on average

take no more than a couple of hours to complete. For detailed instructions on the upgrade process please

refer to the latest CCC installation manuals which can be found in the IP Office support section of the

Avaya web site:

https://emea-businesspartner.avaya.com/services_support/IP_Office_Support/

Note: Please remember that you will need new licenses to enable the MultiMedia functionality of CCCv4 and the MultiMedia Module.

4.2 Minimum Hardware and Software Specifications for CCCv4
Recommendations for hardware requirements are dependent on many variables, including scalability that

should be carefully considered before implementation. The following table lists minimal hardware

configuration standards.

Server(s) • Processor: Intel Pentium 800 MHz or faster

• Memory: 256 MB of RA

• Storage: 1 x 10GByte hard disk

• CD-ROM drive

• Network adapter card

• Super VGA monitor compatible with Microsoft Windows 2000 or NT Server 4.0.

Client • Processor: Intel Pentium 450 MHz or faster

• Memory: 128 MB of RAM

• Storage: 3.0 GB of available HD space (4 GB or more recommended)

• CD-ROM drive

• Network adapter card

• Super VGA monitor compatible with Microsoft Windows NT WS 4.0, 98 or 

72000 Pro (workstation)

• Soundcard compatible with Microsoft Windows 98/ME/NT WS/2000

• Speaker. 

Software Requirements:
Server(s) • Windows 2000 Server (SP3) or Windows NT4 Server (SP6a)

• MSDE2000 or SQL2000 Server

• Microsoft Outlook 98/2000/2000 SR1 (if using email diagnostics or the 

MultiMedia Module).

If running the MultiMedia Module the following software is also required:

• If running on NT4 Server then NT 4 Option Pack is required

• Internet Information Server

Client • Windows 98/ME/NT/2000/XP

• Microsoft Outlook 98/2000/2000 SR1 (if using MultiMedia).



To take advantage of the MultiMedia features of CCCv4 the customer should be running the 

following software:

• Either Windows NT4 Server or 2000 Server (configured for NT domain or Active Directory)

• Microsoft Exchange 5.5/2000 or ISP hosted solution supporting POP3 or SMTP

• Microsoft Chat Service (for implementation of real time chat)

• Microsoft Internet Information Server (for hosting the web site. Also required if using web callbacks).

4.3 Hints and Tips
• If running real time chat the chat service must reside on the same PC as the web server

• The email service should run as a Domain Administrator account as it needs to interrogate and set up 

activity through the Exchange Server

• The Chat Service should run as a Domain Administrator account

• The iEmail service can be set to CDO or SMTP if using Exchange 5.5 and SMTP if using Exchange 2000.

5 .  K n o w n  I s s u e s  

• If using Phone Manager Pro configured in Agent Mode to control a POT phone do not use the Force 

Status feature within CCV as the state of the Phone and Phone Manager can get out of synchronization

leading to misleading real time reporting

• When opening Report Viewer or Report Designer for the very first time if you attempt to schedule a 

report straight away you may get a runtime error. To overcome this refresh the data in the report and 

then it can be sent to the scheduler. You only have to do this once

• iContact running on Windows 2000 - In Selective mode the genie does not pop up when web callback, 

Chat, and Email messages enter the queues. However it does pop when in Request mode for the 

above queues

• You cannot connect CCC to an IP412 Office using the LAN2 port as the Delta Server is unable to 

connect. Connection on LAN1 works ok

• The Voicemail Summary Report does not show any data for “No. of Times Busy”, “Total Time Busy” 

and “Average Duration Congested”

• If any agent groups have their number changed the Delta Server must be restarted for the change to 

be seen. The CCV must also be restarted to see the new group information.

6 .  M a n u a l s  &  C D ’ s

The latest CCCv4 manuals and CD can be downloaded from the IP Office Website: 

https://emea-businesspartner.avaya.com/services_support/IP_Office_Support

7 .  T e c h n i c a l  T r a i n i n g

For details of all of the latest CCCv4 training courses please go to the Avaya Learning Center web site:

www.avaya-learning.com
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